
WORKPLACE ISSUES

People spend nearly one third of their adult lives at work, and workplace issues are a common source of stress for
many. It is impossible to.

How can WE fix this? How Psychotherapy Can Help with Workplace Issues There are various ways in which
therapy may be useful to help resolve workplace issues. Vocational counselors help employees identify their
specific skills and abilities in order to help them develop career goals and find jobs for which they are well
suited. Ask to schedule a meeting with your manager, inquiring if there was a reason that the projected salary
was not implemented. Network with people inside and outside your company. Saboteurs and Backstabbers
They cause distrust by spreading rumors or withholding important information from those they see as rivals.
Volunteer to work on teams. Additionally, some jobs such as health care worker, teacher, social worker, and
administrative support worker have been associated with increased levels of depression. However, follow up
by asking what could be done to increase their future chances of a promotion, should another position become
available. And they often target those they see as a threat. The number of U. Whiners and Complainers They
tend to see the negative side to everything. Solution: Employees should call to the attention of their superiors
their desire to undergo training in specific areas, and ask for options in receiving additional instruction. Issues
that escalate quickly should be brought to the attention of management, and in acute circumstances, HR. Of
course, the wage gap varies by state, position, race, and other factors. Show initiative and leadership by
actively look for ways to improve your company. In addition to mental health symptoms, work-related stress
can cause physical health problems such as heart attacks, hypertension, pain , and insomnia. Speak to your
supervisor about ways to add challenge to your current position. Making Mistakes They happen to everyone at
some point. Therapist helps with workplace bullying: Sara, 23, is consistently getting bullied by a coworker at
the office. Therapy can effectively treat depression, anxiety, and other mental health symptoms that result
from workplace issues. Messinger Eds. Employees, however, should not expect to be recognized for every
small task they complete e. Admit them and apologize. Solution: Employees in this situation should gently let
management know the negative impact that the extensive work hours are having on other aspects of their life.
Don't complain to others. Something you can seek his advice on painful as it might be to do? Instead, offer
solutions as soon as possible and fix the problem on your own time. While this person can serve as your ears
to the office grapevine and workplace dynamics, don't comment or add fuel to their behavior. He believes that
in , the question will be: What can we do about it? Shimkus expects that learning and development teams will
get more flexible and creative in order to accommodate diverse learning preferences now that all four
generations are active in the workforce at once, such as by enabling mobile learning on demand. Encourage
open expression of opinions and recognise the importance of feelings. Work, stress and health. Additionally,
some employees may experience dissatisfaction with their work, struggle with their performance on the job, or
have difficulty finding a job that fits their abilities and interests. Avoid situations where bullying is most likely
to occur. Even minor problems can develop into grievances or disputes if they're not dealt with quickly and
effectively. It helps to look at the problem from both your perspective AND your supervisor's. Create a daily
"to do" or goals list. People can struggle to cope with any number of stresses, from issues at home to
overwhelming work demands. But which is best - the informal approach or using a formal channel for
grievances? Dealing with Harassment or Discrimination Harassment and discrimination are illegal and come
in many forms. Solution: Employees in this situation should consider speaking to their manager and state
openly that he or she had hoped to have the opportunity to move into the new role. Never sink to their level.


